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GM Global EPC Updates are Here! 
We are pleased to announce these exciting updates to the GM Global EPC. As always, we are 
grateful for your input, which has powered these changes. So, keep the suggestions coming as 
we work together to develop future improvements! 

 

 

 

In some cases, search results now appear in catalog code groups to reduce repetition. This declutters 
the search results. While this feature works for most vehicles, it is most obvious when searching parts 
for shared-platform trucks. Hovering over a result in the Model-Catalog column displays the list of 
vehicles on which the part is used: 

   

Clicking the group or part description for a search result prompts you to choose from a list of applicable 
illustrations: 

 

  

Grouped Search Results 

Hovering over 
the search result 
opens a list of 
vehicles to which 
the part applies. 
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The camera icon that provides access to part photos now appears in more places, such as at the 
illustrated parts list (side-by-side). This makes it much easier to access pictures, whether you use 
illustrations or shortcuts to find parts.  

 

 

 

Linking to the part text from an illustration is now easier. From the side-by-side, click the part’s group 
number to open the Part Usage Information screen: 

 

  

Quick Linking to Part Text from an Illustration 

Click a group 
number from the 
side-by-side. 

Improved Access to Part Photos 
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Clicking the group number next to the “Part Usage for Callout…” heading takes you to the part text: 

 

This is especially useful as it allows you to see ACDelco part brands that are displayed in part text only: 

 

 
 
 

In the Add or Edit Notes window, the dates on which you created VIN notes or part notes helps you 
identify and manage older notes:  

 

Part Note Dates 

Clicking this group number 
takes you to the part text. 
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The California Proposition 65 warning now appears, when appropriate, on all parts with a standard 
message where specific substances of concern are not noted. When warnings are applicable to a part, 
the Triangle icon will appear: 

In April, we will bring you an expanded and refined library of terms now delivers improved efficiency to 
the Synonyms feature. If you enter a search term that the GM Global EPC doesn’t recognize, it is now 
even more likely that you will be directed to the correct part. 

Here’s an example of the Synonyms feature in action. We searched for Alternator: 

Improved Synonym Library 

California Proposition Warning on All Parts 

Improved Synonym Library 

Thank You! 
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